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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3101-With the Sword Path, the Elemental Path, 
and the Yin and Yang Path, James now had eight. The final one would be Curse Magic, 
which was both a Supernatural Power and a Path. 

There were tens of thousands of Curse Characters inside his body, which built the 
foundation for cultivating the Curse Path. Besides, Curse Magic was so terrifying that 
even Grand Emperors were fearful. Thus, he did not wish to give them up. If he 
cultivated them all, there would be nine in total. 

“Should I cultivate them?” James scratched his nose and murmured. 

Guessing James’ thoughts, Emperor Jabari said, “You can cultivate them all at once. 
However, to my understanding, even a prodigy is only able to cultivate four Ousias at 
any one moment. Since you plan on cultivating nine, the Heavenly Tribulation you’ll 
encounter will be terrifying. However, since you’ve overcome even the Ancestral God 
Tribulation, I don’t think you’ll have any problem dealing with the Heavenly Tribulations. 
Regardless, cultivating nine Ousias at the same time is a waste of time. It would be 
extremely difficult to cultivate each Path to its pinnacle, and this would only delay your 
progress toward the Grand Emperor Rank. However, there are many benefits to this as 
well. Once you cross into the Grand Emperor Rank, you’ll be the most terrifying Grand 
Emperor that has ever lived. Within the Grand Emperor Rank, no one is capable of 
defeating his opponent of a higher rank. However, if you cultivate nine Ousias and 
gather nine Path Seals, you’ll surely be able to accomplish such a feat.” 

Emperor Jabari explained the pros and cons to James. 

Hearing this, James was lost in contemplation. After some time, he said, “Grand 
Emperor, I have decided to cultivate nine Ousias.” 

“Mhm.” Emperor Jabari said, “That’s fine. Once you’ve chosen your cultivation path, you 
must remain steadfast and resolute in the decision you’ve made.” 

“I will.” 

James’ eyes shone with determination. 

After making his decision, he sat in a lotus position on the ground and blanked his mind. 
Of all the Paths he had interacted with, he had the most profound mastery of the Sword 
Path. Thus, he decided to cultivate the Sword Path and gather the Sword Path Ousia. 
The Sword Path he cultivated was left behind by the Ancestral Sword Master of the 
Primeval Age. 

The Sword Path was divided into five stages. 



The first stage was Sword Move, which James had comprehended perfectly. 

The second stage was Sword Shadow. As long as one had perfect mastery of the 
previous stage, so too would he have of the second stage. 

The third stage was Sword Will. Sword Will was related to one’s cultivation base and 
state of mind. Since James was already at the Sage Rank’s Thirty-third Stage, he had 
broken free of all shackles of the Sage Rank and could sense the Path’s presence. 

The fourth stage was Sword Intent, which was intertwined with Sword Will. Sword Intent 
referred to the intent of the heart, hence the name ‘Sword Intent’. 

The fifth stage was Consolidation, which meant the consolidation of the previous four 
stages. 

When the four stages consolidated into one, a Sword Path Ousia would be born. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 3102-Consolidation was extremely difficult to 
attain. 

James had reached the pinnacle of the first and second stages. His rank had reached 
the peak of the Sage Rank’s Thirty-third Stage, and he had broke through all obstacles 
of the Sage Rank. Even his state of mind had approached the Divine Rank. Thus, he 
was close to Sword Intent. Now, the only thing he needed to do was consolidate the 
four stages into one and form an Ousia. 

James sat in a lotus position on a rock. Powerful aura exuded from his body, affecting 
the entire space around him. Cracks began to appear on the rock. 

Crack! 

The rock cracked. 

At that moment, his pores opened up, and threads of Sword Energy materialized from 
them. Thousands upon thousands of Sword Energy enveloped him and surrounded him 
in a circular motion. 

At that moment, the aura James exuded made him seem like a war god. 

In his mind, wave after wave of sword techniques and shadows emerged. His state of 
mind underwent constant fluctuations. As his state of mind changed, different powers 
were created from the surrounding Sword Energies. 



James was comprehending the Path. 

Just like that, he immersed himself in a cosmic state. 

Though he could cultivate the five stages separately, only Consolidation was considered 
the perfect Sword Path. 

James slowly consolidated them and slowly learned more about the Path. Previously, 
he would cultivate them separately. Now, he tried to cultivate a perfect one. 

Time passed. In the blink of an eye, James had cultivated for a very long time. 

He was comprehending the Path in the Time Formation. 

In the meantime, he gained insight into more and more sword techniques. These 
included the Sword Path of the Heavenly Path Embodiments, the ones recorded on the 
Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword, and the ones recorded in the Sword Path Sigils on his mind. 

His comprehension of the Sword Path grew increasingly profound. 

Many years passed. 

“Gather!” 

James suddenly opened his eyes wide. 

His Yogacara Sword Energy gathered at an extraordinary speed. At the same time, his 
comprehension of the Sword Path kept materializing into mysterious sigils. These sigils 
traversed through the blood and gathered with the Sword Energy before slowly 
condensing. The condensation speed of the Sword Energy was slow. Meanwhile, 
James’ aura rose drastically. His power underwent unbelievable transformations, as his 
Sage Power transformed into Divine Power. 

Time went by. 

The Yogacara Sword Energy inside James’ body gradually condensed and formed a 
bizarre sigil. The shape of this sigil was a tiny sword. Meanwhile, James’ 
comprehension of the Sword Path had completely entered the sword. 

“Is this an Ousia?” James murmured. 

As the Ousia gathered, his power completely transformed into Divine Power. 

He stood up. As his mind stirred, the Sword Path Ousia inside his body in the shape of 
a sword gradually emerged before him. Looking at his Sword Path Ousia, he could 



sense a terrifying power emanating from within. His mind stirred, and the Sword Path 
Ousia dispersed, materializing into countless Sword Energies that burst forward. 

Rumble! 
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explode. Upon seeing this, James was dumbfounded. 

“This is unbelievable…” 

Then, as his mind stirred, the Crepe Myrtle Divine Sword appeared in his hand. The 
Divine Sword exuded an immensely terrific power that stimulated the Ousia, which 
materialized a terrifying power that circulated throughout his body. 

With the sword in his hand, James believed himself to be invincible. 

His mind stirred, and countless Sword Intents materialized from the Divine Sword. Like 
monstrous waves, the Sword Intent destroyed everything in its path. Everything before 
James turned into rubble, and a mountain was even destroyed by the invincible Sword 
Energy. 

A chill ran down James’ spine. 

Such was the brutality of Sword Intent, which possessed devastating power even in its 
original form. The Sword Path was a Path of obliteration. 

James desperately wanted to know how powerful his Sword Path was. His body 
flashed, and he arrived at an unknown region where an evil spirit could be found. 

The evil spirit was powerful and exuded a bizarre power. 

In the past, James would surely make his escape the moment he saw an evil spirit. 
Now, however, he was unafraid. Holding the Divine Sword in his hand, he pointed the 
sword at the enemy. An immense Sword Intent immediately appeared from within the 
sword. 

The Sword Intent was like scorching flames that burned the area. As the Sword Intent 
shredded through the air and enveloped the powerful evil spirit, the remnants of the evil 
spirit were immediately surrounded before the spirit could even react. Under the attacks 
of the Sword Intent, the evil spirit was immediately turned to ashes and completely 
wiped off the face of the universe. 

James’ expression was composed. 



Though the evil spirit was at least at the Divine Rank, it stood no chance against his 
Sword Path. Thus, James was invincible within the Divine Rank’s First Stage. 

“Grand Emperor, how’s my sword technique?” James was wearing a smug look on his 
face. After many long years of cultivation, he had finally reached the Divine Rank. 

“Ah…” 

He sighed. 

The sigh reverberated throughout this silent world. Even the surrounding space began 
to show signs of cracking. 

Emperor Jabari’s voice came, “This is the Sword Path left behind by the Ancestral 
Sword Master. Your Sword Path Ousia is formed through the cultivation of countless 
advanced Sword Paths. Naturally, they will be extremely powerful. Your Sword Path 
Ousia is all-encompassing and changes constantly. As for the Sword Path Ousias of 
other Sword Cultivators, the power they contained is singular and would not change 
based on their Sword Intent. I have never seen a Sword Path Ousia like yours. I wonder 
what would happen during your second and third Consolidations.” 

Hearing this, James finally understood how powerful his Sword Path Ousia was. 

Indeed, the Path understood by other Sword Cultivators was singular and constant. 
However, James’ was the opposite. The Ousia he formed through countless advanced 
Sword Paths was ever-changing based on his Sword Intent. It could be transformed into 
lightning, burning flames, and even water. The changes in the state of mind were 
identical to the Sword Path’s power. 

It was simply terrifying. 

Based on Emperor Jabari’s words, his Ousia was unprecedented. 

James was delighted. 

After such a long time of cultivation, he had finally accomplished his objective. However, 
he knew that the Divine Rank was only just the beginning of his cultivation journey. 
There would be a second and third Consolidation before he would arrive at the Quasi 
Emperor Rank. Then, he would cross into the Grand Emperor before arriving at the 
Ancestral God Rank, the pinnacle of cultivation. 

There was still a long way to go. 

Clenching the Divine Sword in his hand, determination shone in his eyes as he 
murmured, “Upon entering the Divine Rank, I’ll enter into a brand-new world. Now, I just 
need to remain steadfast in the path I choose.” 
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finally reached the Divine Rank. However, he knew that his journey had only just begun. 
For the rest of his journey, he would have to remain steadfast in whatsoever he does. 

“Grand Emperor, how long did I spend gathering my Ousia?” James asked. 

While he was in closed-door meditation, he could not sense the outside world, and as 
such, did not know how many years had passed. 

Emperor Jabari’s voice came, “I guess the Elixir Pavilion’s Gathering is about to begin.” 

Hearing this, James roughly knew how much time had passed. 

“Since the Elixir Pavilion’s Gathering is just around the corner, I’ll be returning at once,” 
James murmured. 

Since the Sanctuary of Darkness wanted to annihilate the Elixir Pavilion, he could not 
stay by the sidelines. The Sanctuary could be related to the Ancestral God Rank Elixir 
and was a force that had existed since the Primeval Age. 

James did not linger for long in the Desolateness Ruins. 

With the help of Emperor Jabari, he left the ruins and reappeared outside Elixir City. 

As the Elixir Gathering was just around the corner, Elixir City was unusually bustling. 
Alchemists from all over the Boundless Realm had gathered here. Though the strength 
of these alchemists was at the lower end, there were also some powerful ones here to 
watch the show. 

Seeing that Elixir City was unscathed, James knew that he had made it back in time and 
that the Sanctuary of Darkness had yet to make a move. 

He was not in a hurry to enter the city. Upon arriving at a desolate area, he sat in a lotus 
position and began sensing for Jimmu’s presence to summon him. 

“Respond if you hear me, Jimmu.” 

Soon, Jimmu responded, “I’m here, James.” 

James asked, “What’s the situation at the Sanctuary?” 



Jimmu’s voice echoed in his mind, “Over the past two thousand years, many powerful 
figures of the Sanctuary have entered the Boundless Realm and are now dispersed all 
over the Elixir Realm. Once headquarters give the order, they will gather at Elixir City. 
They seem to be planning on making a move on the Elixir Pavilion and annihilating 
them completely.” 

After many long years, Jimmu now had a rough idea of the Sanctuary’s objective, which 
James had roughly known thousands of years ago. 

He asked, “When will the Sanctuary make a move?” 

Jimmu’s voice came, “During the Elixir Pavilion’s Gathering.” 

“Got it.” 

James stood up and headed toward Elixir City. 

Now, he had confirmations that the Sanctuary was planning to attack the Elixir Pavilion. 

James knew that the Elixir Pavilion was full of powerful figures. To annihilate the 
Sanctuary in one go, he needed to rely on the Pavilion. Now, his priority was to head 
over to the Elixir Pavilion, find the Master of the Pavilion, and discuss the situation with 
him. 

Soon, he arrived at Elixir City. 

He did not linger for long. Hurriedly, he headed in the direction of the Elixir Pavilion. 
Soon, he was at the Pavilion’s doorstep. 

As James was an esteemed guest of the Pavilion, the disciples guarding the entrance 
recognized him in an instant. Immediately, they walked toward him and greeted him 
respectfully, “You’re here, Mr. Caden.” 

“Mhm.” James nodded slightly. 

“Is Yuina here?” he asked. 

He was only acquainted with Jules. In normal circumstances, he would have looked for 
Jules, but James sensed the presence of Curse Power within him. 
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instincts told him that he could not rely on Jules. To meet the Master of the Pavilion, he 
could only depend on Yuina. 

“Yes, she’s here.” A disciple spoke and made a welcoming gesture, “Please, come in.” 

James waved slightly and said, “I won’t be entering the Pavilion. Inform Yuina of my 
arrival and tell her that I wish to see her. Remember not to tell anyone else of my return, 
especially Young Master Jules.” 

“Understood.” 

The disciples nodded respectfully. 

Then, James waited outside the Elixir Pavilion. 

Thirty minutes later, a woman walked in. She was dressed in a pink dress, and she 
wore a Divine Rank badge on her chest. 1.8 meters in height, her figure was slender, 
and her appearance was gorgeous. 

It was Yuina. When she saw James standing outside, she was puzzled. 

“James,” she called out to him. 

James walked toward her and grabbed her hand, saying, “We shouldn’t speak here. 
Let’s go somewhere else…” 

However, the moment his hand came into contact with Yuina, powerful energy burst 
forth from within her and made James stagger backward. 

Yuina’s strength was low and only at the Divine Rank’s Second Stage. In the past, 
James would certainly be injured. However, now that he was in the Divine Rank, his 
arm only went limp. 

He loosened his grip on Yuina and smiled awkwardly, saying, “I apologize for 
overstepping my boundaries.” 

Yuina glanced at him and crossed her arms, saying, “If you have anything to say to me, 
do it here.” 

James scanned his surroundings. When he saw many disciples passing by, he said with 
a grim expression, “This matter is of great significance. We should go somewhere else.” 

After some contemplation, Yuina relented. “Alright, then.” 

She turned to leave, bringing James to a desolate spot outside the Pavilion. 



“Now speak.” 

Wearing a solemn expression, James said, “I have received accurate information that 
the Sanctuary of Darkness intends to make a move on the Pavilion during the Elixir 
Gathering. I only need you to do one thing. Take me to your father, the Master of the 
Pavilion.” 

Hearing this, Yuina laughed. 

“Why have you come pleading for my help? Why don’t you go look for Jules? He 
worships you. Surely he would accept your request for help?” 

Yuina smirked slightly. 

He did not believe James’ claims. The Elixir Pavilion was the greatest sect in this world. 
Even a mysterious organization such as the Sanctuary of Darkness would not dare act 
recklessly. 

“How do I explain this?” After hesitating for a moment, James said, “Back then, I sense 
the presence of Curse Magic on Jules. I’m worried that he’s currently under the control 
of the Sanctuary. If I look for him, the whole thing could be exposed. That way, the 
Sanctuary would be alerted. By then, it would be nigh impossible to defeat them in one 
fell swoop.” 

Seeing the grim expression on James’ face, Yuina was lost in thought. 

She had seen James use an Ancestral God Weapon and pull out a Divine Rank Elixir. 
However, she did not know much about his strength. When she returned to the Pavilion, 
she heard some rumors that James easily defeated Kai Yagmur, Lord of the Spiritual 
Realm. Besides, she knew his brother Jules well. Since he was respectful toward 
James, James must possess some sort of unique qualities. 

After some contemplation, she said, “I wish I could bring you to meet my father. 
However, he’s currently in closed-door meditation. He even specifically instructed that 
he wouldn’t grant an audience to anyone during his meditation.” 

Yuina was at a loss. 

James said grimly, “This matter is of great significance. I have to meet the Master of the 
Elixir Pavilion and discuss matters with him. Otherwise, the Pavilion will be in deep 
peril.” 
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was not properly dealt with, the Elixir Pavilion could be destroyed. 

Seeing that James was serious, Yuina said, “I can take you to my father. However, I 
can’t be sure whether he’ll meet you.” 

“Mhm.” 

James nodded and said, “That’s fine. I think he’ll meet me.” 

“Alright, let’s get going then.” 

Yuina knew how grim the situation was. If what James said was true, this would be 
extremely terrifying. 

She brought James to the Elixir Pavilion and entered Sky City. As they arrived at the 
city gate, a group of people walked toward them. In the lead was none other than Jules, 
Young Master of the Pavilion. 

Jules froze when he saw James. Then, he ran toward him and asked delightedly, 
“When did you return, James? Why didn’t you inform me? I would have prepared a 
warm welcome.” 

After he spoke, he walked toward Yuina and whispered, “Serve him well, you 
understand?” 

Yuina rolled her eyes and said, “I’m busy. Please get out of my way.” 

“See you later, James.” 

Jules bid James farewell. 

James looked at Yuina and said, “Let’s get going.” 

“Mhm.” 

Yuina nodded. 

Then, they arrived at the back of Sky City. This place was connected to the mountain of 
the Elixir Pavilion’s main peak. As this was the holy site of the Pavilion, no one was 
allowed to trespass. However, as the daughter of the Master, Yuina had the right to 
approach this place. 

Soon, they arrived at the peak of a mountain. There was a wooden house here. 
Outside, there were some stone chairs and a stone table. 



Yuina pointed at the chairs and said, “Have a seat.” 

Then, she headed toward the door and gently knocked on it, “Father.” 

Two people were currently in closed-door meditation. They were Silverster Daniela, the 
Old Master of the Pavilion, and Helvius Daniela, the current Master. Their Path Seals 
had shown cracks, and even though millennia had passed, they had not yet recovered. 

Helvius stopped cultivating, and redness soon returned to his pale expression. He stood 
up and walked toward the door. Wearing a surly expression, he opened the door and 
looked at Yuina, asking, “Didn’t I tell you not to interrupt me while I’m in a closed-door 
meditation?” 

“Father,” Yuina said respectfully, “something big has happened. I have brought 
someone here. He has important matters to discuss with you. He’s the one I mentioned 
before, the young man who possesses an Imperial Weapon.” 

“Oh?” 

Intrigued, Helvius glanced at James who was sitting on a stone chair not too far away. 

James had stayed in the Pavilion for some time back then. However, as Helvius was 
injured, he had no time for this. 

He strode forward and sat beside James. 

Yuina walked over to them and said, “James, this is my father, the current Master of the 
Elixir Pavilion.” 
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with Helvius because he was at his wit’s end. 

He looked at Helvius and asked, “What do you have in mind?” 

Helvius shook his head slightly. Though he long knew about the Sanctuary’s 
conspiracy, he had no way of addressing the threat. He had been in closed-door 
meditation all these years in an attempt to regain his strength. If he regained his 
strength, the Sanctuary would no longer pose a threat. 

Wearing a grim expression, James said, “The Sanctuary is determined to annihilate the 
Elixir Pavilion this time. To my understanding, the Young Master could have been 
controlled. Not only that, but Official Benedict Oscar could also be a spy as well.” 



Stunned, Helvius said, “No way. Benedict has joined the Elixir Pavilion for many Great 
Eons. How can this be?” 

James answered him truthfully, “To be honest with you, I’m capable of sensing Curse 
Power. I can sense Curse Power in both the Young Master and Benedict. I also believe 
that the Sanctuary must have more spies among our ranks. Our priority is to remove 
them before the commencement of the Gathering.” 

Hearing this, Helvius said dejectedly, “Truth be told, I have no idea of knowing who has 
been colluding with the Sanctuary.” 

James fell deep into thought. 

He could sense Curse Power in a brief moment. However, upon entering the Divine 
Rank, he had no idea whether he could sense the presence of Curse Power by 
catalyzing the Curse Inscription in his body. 

“How long more till the Gathering?” James asked. 

Helvius replied, “In less than ten years.” 

“Ten years…” James murmured. 

With such a short period of time remaining, there was no time to formulate a plan. 

After brief contemplation, he looked at Helvius and asked, “You’re saying you’re 
injured?” 

“Yes.” Helvius nodded and said, “My Path Seal has been shattered. Even though I’m a 
powerful alchemist, I’m unable to refine an elixir capable of restoring my Path Seal. I 
need a lot of time to rejuvenate.” 

At that moment, James was reminded of Crucifier, which was capable of healing all 
wounds. 

He had no idea whether this would work. 

After thinking for a moment, James said, “Perhaps we can try to heal your Path Seal.” 

“You?” 

Helvius froze. 

He was a Grand Emperor at the Fifth Heaven. 



Ever since cracks appeared on his Path Seal, he had been finding it hard to rejuvenate. 
No elixir was capable of healing his Path Seal. So, he could only spend time slowly 
rejuvenating. 

James said, “Why don’t we give it a try? Maybe it might work.” 

Since Helvius was out of options, he said, “Alright, then.” 

Hearing this, James summoned Crucifier. 

As Crucifier appeared before Helvius, he froze before exclaiming, “Crucifier?” 

James glanced at him and asked, “You know this thing?” 

Helvius nodded grimly and said, “I saw records of this thing in the ancient texts.” 
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once told him that the powerful figure gardening the Ancestral God Rank Elixir would be 
able to recognize Crucifier upon being summoned. 

“You know the Ancestral God Rank Elixir?” James tried asking. 

Helvius looked at him. At that moment, he could roughly guess James’ identity. 

He nodded slightly. 

Then, he reminisced and said slowly, “Due to a great upheaval in the Primeval Age, the 
Ancestral God of the human race concocted the Ancestral God Rank Elixir and sealed 
this region away. The Ancestral God handed the elixir to the Elixir Pavilion for 
safeguarding purposes, stating that a fated one with Crucifier and Exalter in his 
possession would one day appear to retrieve the elixir many eons later. All this while, 
the Elixir Pavilion has obeyed the instructions of the Ancestral God.” 

“However, one day, the Elixir Pavilion was annihilated, and only a handful of members 
survived. Meanwhile, the Ancestral God Rank Elixir was divided into several portions. 
One of them remained in the hands of a descendent of the Pavilion. Meanwhile, the Old 
Master of the Pavilion was among those who survived the catastrophe. He concentrated 
on cultivating and eventually crossed into the Grand Emperor Rank. Then, he re-
established the Elixir Pavilion.” 

“Our duty is to safeguard the Ancestral God Rank Elixir. Yet, the elixir was divided into 
several fragments during the war. Now, the whereabouts of the other fragments are 



unknown. All these years, after extensive investigations, we learned that one of the 
fragments is in the hands of the Sanctuary.” 

Helvius narrated the past events. 

Hearing this, James’ expression was grim. 

He never expected that this Elixir Pavilion was the one he was looking for and that the 
Ancestral God Rank Elixir would shatter into several fragments during a war. 

“What happened? Why did the elixir shatter into numerous fragments?” James asked. 

Helvius sighed and said, “Though the Elixir Pavilion has always kept a low profile, news 
of the Ancestral God Rank Elixir spread, attracting the attention of many powerful 
individuals. The seniors of the Pavilion have almost been completely wiped out. 
Fortunately, the Ancestral God Rank Elixir was safeguarded by a Magic Circle set up by 
the Ancestral God. However, with the passage of time, the Magic Circle was no longer 
as powerful as before. 

“Back then, there were too many powerful individuals that showed up. Their consecutive 
attacks have caused the Magic Circle to suffer some damage. There is a Restriction on 
the Magic Circle’s interior. The moment the Magic Circle came under attack by outside 
forces, the elixir would divide into different fragments and be dispersed all over the 
world. Back then, the Old Master was but a minor disciple of the Pavilion. Though his 
strength was insignificant, one of the fragments fell into his hands. At the same time, he 
even obtained the inheritance left behind by the Ancestral God. That was how he rose 
rapidly through the ranks.” 

As he said that, an elderly man walked out of the wooden house from a distance away. 
His face was shriveled, and his hair was completely white. 

Helvius stood up and greeted him respectfully, “Old Master.” 

It was Silvester Daniela. 

Silvester waved slightly and glanced at James. Then, he walked toward them and took 
a seat, saying, “After so many years, the fated one has finally appeared. This means 
that the Fourth Calamity of humankind is just around the corner.” 

James nodded and said, “Yes, it is as you said. I came to the Boundless Realm in 
search of the Ancestral God Rank Elixir. Only with the elixir can I resolve the crisis.” 

Silvester sighed and chided himself, “The Elixir Pavilion owes you an apology. Due to 
sheer incompetence and dereliction of duty on our part, the Ancestral God Rank Elixir is 
lost, fragmented into many pieces.” 



James asked, “Since each of the Elixir Pavilion and the Sanctuary has one, what about 
the rest?” 

Silvester shook his head. 

For many Great Eons, he had been investigating the whereabouts of the Ancestral God 
Rank Elixir. However, he had no idea where they were now. 
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Silvester appeared and narrated the history of the Elixir Pavilion. 

Long ago, the Elixir Pavilion was a minor sect. They were tasked with safeguarding the 
Ancestral God Rank Elixir. News of the elixir leaked and attracted the attention of many 
powerful figures. Thus, the Elixir Pavilion was annihilated. Many powerful figures of the 
Pavilion perished, and only a handful survived. Silvester was one of the survivors. Not 
only did he survive, but he even obtained a fragment of the Ancestral God Rank Elixir 
and the inheritance of the Ancestral God. That was how he rose rapidly through the 
ranks. 

The Ancestral God Rank Elixir had always existed in the Magic Circle. However, with 
the relentless onslaught of the enemy, the Magic Circle could not resist for too long 
despite being set up by an Ancestral God. As the Magic Circle shattered, the Ancestral 
God Rank Elixir shattered into many different fragments. Silvester and the Sanctuary 
each obtained one. However, the whereabouts of the remaining three were unknown. 

After learning all this information, James’ expression was grim. 

He came to the Boundless Realm in search of the Ancestral God Rank Elixir. Now, 
however, the elixir had shattered and was divided into many fragments. The remaining 
ones were already long lost, and finding them was nigh impossible. Not only that, it 
would be extremely difficult to seize back the one the Sanctuary had in its possession. 

James took a deep breath and said, “Let’s not dwell on the elixir for now. We should 
focus our effort on the Sanctuary. Why don’t I try using Crucifier to heal your broken 
Path Seals for now?” 

Helvius and Silvester nodded. 

James catalyzed Crucifier and healed Helvius first. 

A Path Seal was a unique existence created through the evolution of an Ousia upon 
reaching the Grand Emperor Rank. As an object that embodied the insight a Grand 



Emperor had gained on his Path, it contained immense power. Under normal 
circumstances, a Path Seal could not be healed by any elixir. One could only absorb the 
Path Sigils of heaven and earth to slowly rejuvenate. 

James began inserting needles into Helvius’ body. 

Soon, there were eighty-one needles on Helvius’ body. 

Before arriving at the Boundless Realm, Xandros had imparted James the Heavenly 
Transformation, in which the correct methods of using Crucifier were recorded. Upon 
inserting the needles, James catalyzed the Heavenly Power inside his body. 

As Heavenly Power entered Helvius’ body, the eighty-one needles immediately came to 
life. As the eighty-one needles shivered, they began moving to form a deeply profound 
Formation. The moment the Formation appeared, the Path Sigils of heaven and earth 
frantically gathered and rushed into Helvius’ body. Meanwhile, Helvius’ broken Path 
Sigil was restored. 

This lasted for ten minutes. 

Ten minutes later, James asked, “How did it go?” 

Delighted, Helvius said, “Crucifier is truly magical! To think that it was able to able Path 
Sigils and hasten the recovery process of my Path Seal. The process just now is able to 
compensate for long cultivation. However, as my Path Seal is severely damaged, it’s 
impossible to recover in a short period of time.” 

James asked, “Can you recover before the Elixir Gathering?” 

Helvius answered, “If you use Crucifier on me every day, yes, I can.” 

Hearing this, James breathed a sigh of relief. 

He began pulling out the needles. 

Then, it was Silvester’s turn. 

Under the treatment of Crucifier, Silvester’s Path Seal swiftly healed as well. If they 
were treated every day, they would certainly fully recover before the Elixir Gathering. 

After healing them, James did not leave immediately but instead remained to discuss 
their next course of action against the Sanctuary. 

James said, “To deal with the Sanctuary, we first need to locate the spies among our 
ranks and neutralize them.” 



Silvester’s face was grim. 

 


